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RESEARCH PROPOSAL
Research on terrorism and the role of foreign countries and international organizations is
often difficult because the terrorists are usually faceless people in hidden places. It is obvious that
terrorism has become the order of the day, locally and globally which concerned authorizes are yet
to find a lasting solution to put an end to terrorism.
Nigeria and the United States relations has worsened since the United States government
enlisted Nigeria on the terrorist list by the US government, and entered a new phase under which
both resolved to enter into a strategic partnership to fight international terrorism, especially the
Boko Haram insurgency in Nigeria and West Africa.
The Increasing rate of insurgency in the northern part of Nigeria as a result of the activities
of Boko Haram, an islamist religious sect turned insurgent group which has led to the loss of lives,
properties, and rise in the numbers of internally displaced persons poses a serious threat to global
security. In fact, the rise of the threat of Boko Haram was seen as a new challenge to United States
interests. Unfortunately, the deteriorating security in Nigeria is a cause for concern, especially as
Boko Haram becomes more sophisticated and deadly and is also looking to spread its reach across
Africa. If Nigeria were to collapse and become a failed state, it could have negative implications
for the United States and its allies. In this manner, Boko Haram insurgency was seen as a domestic
issue until the attack on United Nations building. Therefore, this study seeks to critically examine
Nigeria- United States relations within the context of the Boko Haram insurgency. The following
are the research questions the study intends to interrogate.
1. What is the nature of the relationship between Nigeria and the United States in the fight
against Boko Haram insurgency
2. What actions has Nigeria taken to stop the activities of Boko Haram?

3. What are some of the challenges Nigeria is facing on its war against Boko Haram?
4. What role is the US playing to support Nigeria in the fight against terrorism?
The scope of study is limited to the period of the start of Boko Haram activities in the 2000s
to 2019. It focuses on the Northeastern region of Nigeria, the operational base of the religious cum
political group. More importantly, the study will examine United States- Nigeria relations from
the 2009s when Nigeria gained her independence, to the 2000s when the fight against Boko Haram
was started by the Nigerian government, then to 2015 when there was a change in Nigeria’s
government.
Research methodology
The study will make use of secondary sources. The secondary data would be collected from
relevant documents, online documents and textbooks, journal articles.The analysis that would be
used for this study would be descriptive and analytical methods. Data collected would be analysed
and interpreted as they impact on the relations between Nigeria and the United States in the war
against terror.
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